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FOREWORD

It is my pleasure to make available to you the record of decision of the

selected rangeland management program for the White River Resource Area
in Colorado. This document also has a summary of the alternatives that
were addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement.

After considering all public comments, and the natural and human resources
of the area, I believe this program is most responsive to the public
need for wise use, protection and enhancement of all the resource
values. The benefits to be derived from the implementation of this
program are within the concept of multiple use, maintaining a viable
livestock industry and assuring benefits for wild horses, wildlife,
watershed and related resources as they exist on Federal range lands.

This document explains the process for implementation of the livestock
grazing management program and the opportunities for additional public
involvement. I appreciate the support and assistance given to the

District Office from various groups, individuals, and local governments
who have a vital interest in the management of these public lands.

m

georg/ c. franAis
State Director, Colorado
Bureau of Land Management

Bureau of Land Management
Library

Bidg. 50, Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has completed an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on

grazing management for the White River Resource Area. This document is a summary of that statement

and the record of decision to implement the proposed program.

The Resource Area consists of 2,165,675 acres, of which 1,521,806 acres are public lands managed by

BLM. In addition, two livestock allotments in Utah containing 9,438 acres of public land are managed by

the White River Resource Area and are included in this document. At present, 100 operators graze

livestock on 139 allotments. Current established allotments vary from 40 to 134,602 acres of public land

in size and grazing capacities range from 7 to 14,716 animal unit months (AUMs). Six allotments are

intensively managed under existing allotment management plans (AMPs). Currently, BLM authorizes

160,306 AUMs of livestock grazing use, however, the normal grazing use made each year is only 136,600

AUMs.

Livestock production has been a mainstay of the economy in the White River Resource Area since the la i j

1870's. Prior to 1900, the White River Valley and its tributaries were entirely open range cattle producing

areas. In the early 1900's, the first sheep were trailed into the area. This action generated hostility on the

part of cattle producers. Creation of the White River National Forest in 1907 provided a foothold for

sheep operations and some small cattle operations by allowing them to file for grazing permits. A major-

ity of the cattle production then, as now, occurred on private and public lands (BLM) in the White River

Resource Area.

The present grazing use patterns in the area have developed since the early 1900's. A large majority of the

livestock operations in the area are dependent on forage produced on public lands (BLM) as part of their

yearly forage supply. Cattle operations primarily use public lands and intermingled private land from

spring through late fall and winter livestock on their haylands. Sheep operations utilize public lands in

the lower White River Resource Area during winter and early spring with their remaining seasonal forage

needs coming from private and National Forest lands.

The 1934 enactment of the Taylor Grazing Act, with succeeding amendments, was the basic legislative

authority governing the management and protection of the public rangelands. It provided authority to

develop rules and regulations for the orderly use, improvement and development of these lands.

Beginning in 1934, the Grazing Service took the first steps toward range conservation by determining who
was allowed to graze specific areas of the public rangelands. After 1946, the Bureau of Land Management

conducted an adjudication process which determined where, when and what type of livestock would graze

the public rangelands. Reductions in livestock numbers were made on many allotments during this

period.

The present authorized livestock grazing use on public rangelands was established during this period from

1940 to 1965. The livestock forage inventories, which established estimated grazing capacities, were

conducted during this same period. These inventories in some cases had not made adequate allowances

for the grazing tolerances of forage plants, for reservation of forage for wildlife, wild horses or watershed

protection, nor had there been a reduction in acreage of rangelands not suited to livestock grazing. In

addition, a lack of adequate range improvement since the inventories were conducted, especially water

development, has resulted in less than desirable livestock distribution causing overuse of areas within reach

of available water.

Approximately 350,000 acres of public rangeland are unsuitable for livestock grazing. The interacting

factors of percent slope, distance from water, soil erosion susceptibility, current soil erosion condition

class, and low forage production were considered in determining areas unsuitable for livestock grazing.

Forage production on the remaining 1 .2 million acres suitable for livestock grazing is below its potential

on 767,000 acres, of which 266,000 acres are in poor livestock forage condition. Present forage utili-

zation on approximately 1 .2 million acres of public rangeland provides 22 percent of the total forage

needs of the livestock industry in the Resource Area.



About' 75^ percent of the population of the largest migratory mule deer herd in North America winters

primarily on public rangelands in the Resource Area. Approximately 370,000 acres of their winter range,

of which 15 percent is considered crucial winter range, are producing below their potential of desirable

wildlife forage, especially in sagebrush drainages and low elevation sagebrush rangelands. Many of these

same areas are also in poor livestock forage production.

In addition to livestock, wildlife and wild horse use, recreation use and energy development have become

important uses of the public lands in the Resource Area. The largest oil shale deposits in the United

States are found in the Piceance Basin. Interest in commercial development of these oil shale resources is

accelerating. One of the largest oil and gas fields in Colorado occurs in the Douglas Creek and Rangely

areas. Large reserves of natural gas occur in the "Tight Sands" formations in Piceance Basin and Douglas

Creek. Interest in development of the "Tight Sands" is rapidly increasing which will require more wells

and greater surface disturbance to get the gas from this formation. Coal deposits underlie most areas

north of the White River, and interest in coal production is also increasing.

The expanding diversity of use of the public lands in the Resource Area is creating more resource conflicts

which will require resolution. With the enactment of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of

1976 (FLPMA), BLM's management directives have strengthened their emphasis toward multiple use

management of all resources and related values, such as wildlife habitat, energy development, watershed

values, and recreation opportunities in addition to livestock grazing.

The Management Framework Plan (land use plan) for the White River Resource Area was revised in 1978

and 1979 to provide coordination of land use allocations for all resources in an effort to minimize re-

source conflicts. The White River Resource Area Grazing Management EIS was developed to analyze

those allocations which involved or interacted with grazing management and to analyze alternatives to

those allocations.

The major decisions for future management of livestock grazing in the Resource Area are based upon the

analysis in the Environmental Impact Statement, and the decisions made in the White River Resource

Area Management Framework Plan (MFP). It should be noted that the other land uses which occur under

multiple use management will be discussed in this document only as they interact with the grazing pro-

gram. There were no protests filed on the Final EIS within the 30 days allowed.

This document is the public record of decision and meets the requirements of the regulations of the

National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1505.2).

II. THE PROGRAM
A. What It Is

The selected alternative (action proposal), which is the highly intensive management of 95 percent of the

public rangelands, was analyzed in the Environmental Impact Statement and has been determined to be

the most environmentally preferable alternative. The other five alternatives analyzed were environment-

ally acceptable, but were not as responsive to all environmental components, especially the social and

economic components, as was the action proposal. All practical means to avoid or minimize environ-

mental harm created by the alternative selected have been adopted. Hereafter, the action proposal,

Alternative A in the EIS, will be referred to as the program.

The program addresses the problems of forage allocation and grazing management. It will entail four

major actions:
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Initiation of intensive grazing management.

2. Continuation of existing grazing management practices.



3. Allocation of forage between the predominant grazing animals (livestock, deer, elk, ante-

lope and wild horses) and other uses, such as watershed protection, plant maintenance, and non-

game and small game wildlife.

4. A minimum period of rest from livestock grazing for each allotment.

The program will implement intensive livestock grazing management through development of allotment

management plans (AMPs) for 75 allotments on 1,299,992 acres of public land (1,026,832 acres suitable

for livestock grazing). Continued intensive management through existing AMPs for six allotments will

occur on 156,471 acres of public land (111,471 acres suitable) with revisions, if required, made to the

existing AMPs. The program also includes implementation of less intensive management AMPs on 58

allotments on 61,941 acres (41,941 acres suitable). Livestock trailing use will continue on 9,600 acres,

and present unallotted public lands, 3,240 acres, will contine to be reserved for wildlife use.

The BLM will work with each livestock operator, local wildlife officials and other affected parties in

developing AMPs. The plan will select a grazing system which best suits the vegetation, soil, climate and

types of animals which graze each allotment, and that will minimize adverse environmental impacts and

resource conflicts. Some allotments will continue to be grazed under an existing grazing system while

others may be placed under a different system.

The program would implement a minimum period of rest from livestock grazing for each allotment when

AMPs are developed. These minimum rest periods would occur during spring and early summer growing

periods. This will provide a period of nonuse for the forage plants so they can fulfill their basic require-

ments for maintenance of growth, vigor and adequate reproduction and will reduce trampling damage to

plants and soil during wet soil conditions after spring thaw. The frequency of these rest periods would be

based on the present rangeland condition of each allotment with more frequent spring rests required for

poor condition rangeland. As rangeland conditions improve, the frequency of spring rests could be

modified.

The principal issue of the program is the allocation of vegetation among the predominant consumptive

users: livestock, big game wildlife and wild horses. Fifty percent of the vegetation available to these

consumptive users would be allocated for the combined use of livestock, big game wildlife and wild horses

with the remaining vegetation reserved for plant maintenance, nongame and small game wildlife, and

watershed protection.

At present, BLM authorizes 160,306 AUMs of active livestock grazing use (active qualifications), however,

the normal grazing use made each year is only 136,600 AUMs (an average of active licensed use for the

past eight years). Based on our studies, inventories, and observations, we estimate that 109,575 AUMs are

available for livestock grazing and 65,871 AUMs are available for big game wildlife and wild horses, at this

time. Wild horse use would be initally reduced from the present level of 8,250 AUMs (450 to 550 head)

to 1 350 AUMs (approximately 90 head). Big game wildlife grazing use would remain at its present level

of 64,521 AUMs during the implementation phase of this program.

We believe through improved livestock management and implementation of this program, by the year

2000, we can provide 156,630 AUMs for livestock grazing and 73,700 AUMs for wild horse and big game

wildlife use. Wild horse use would increase to 2,101 AUMs (140 head), and big game wildlife use would

increase to 71 ,599 AUMs. Allocation of future forage increases will give preference to fulfilling livestock

permittees' suspended non-use that will result from reductions proposed under this program. Any further

allocations will be based on the needs of livestock, wildlife and wild horses at the time forage increases

become available.

In order to fully implement the proposed grazing management program, there are a number of rangeland

improvement projects that will have to be constructed, primarily on allotments scheduled for intensive

management. These projects will facilitate livestock management and improve vegetation health and



vigor, thereby, providing more forage for livestock, wildlife and wild horses and reducing erosion which

will improve water quality in the long term. The analysis in the EIS has shown that the majority of

the various environmental components will be enhanced by the management program and the facilities

required to implement the program. These various projects will be designed to reduce the impacts of their

construction and existence on the landscape. Also, all range improvements will receive a site-specific

analysis. All stipulations and mitigation measures identified through this analysis and those in the EIS will

be included in all contracts and permits that will authorize development of these range improvements.

Analysis in the EIS has shown that vegetation manipulations, while being very effective in restoring poor

condition rangelands and improving forage production, could become a cause of adverse impacts, especial-

ly to wildlife habitat. For this reason, each vegetation manipulation would receive a site specific analysis

prior to implementation to determine wildlife needs and values such as foraging areas, thermal cover,

escape cover, seasonal use areas and breeding areas for deer, elk, antelope and sage grouse. This site

specific analysis would be used to design vegetation manipulations for minimal impact. In addition,

vegetation manipulations within crucial deer winter ranges would be scheduled for treatment after areas

adjacent to those crucial winter ranges have been treated, and deer winter forage production is adequate

to replace forage that would be lost during treatment of crucial winter ranges.

Rangeland improvement projects to be implemented could consist of about 186,000 acres of vegetation

manipulation, 700 water developments, 212 miles of fence and 65 miles of pipeline. The total costs of

these projects would be about 5.8 million dollars.

It should be noted that improvement projects will be proposed as AMPs are developed during the first five

years of implementation, and that project development will take place during the first eight years. The

projects that are implemented during this period may vary some from what has been projected in the

preceeding paragraph but will still meet the objectives of the land use plan. Each AMP and associated

rangeland improvements will undergo a site specific environmental assessment and benefit/cost analysis.

Each AMP will be required to be cost effective with the possible exception of certain range improvement

projects in areas of heavy resource damage.

Another action that will coincide with the program is the Piceance Basin Wildlife Habitat Management

Plan (HMP), a plan for managing and improving wildife habitat. The objectives of this plan, which has

been partially implemented, will be to improve the quality of the wildlife and livestock habitat by increas-

ing the quality and quantity of desirable forage and to improve conditions of riparian and aquatic habitats.

Continued implementation of the Piceance Basin HMP will coincide with implementation of this program.

In addition, a Herd Management Area Plan (HMAP) will be developed for the Piceance Basin and Douglas

Creek wild horse herds. The objectives of the HMAP will be to manage a viable wild horse population on

148,000 acres of their most preferred habitat and to improve their habitat by increasing the quantity and

quality of desirable forage. The HMAP will be completely implemented within three years in conjunction

with implementation of this program.

Six areas in the Resource Area totaling 79,351 acres of public land have been identified through intensive

inventories as wilderness study areas (WSAs). These areas are still under the wilderness review process.

Existing livestock grazing and supporting facilities will continue to be authorized in these areas.

The program will be monitored to determine if it is successfully accomplishing the rangeland management

objectives. The following studies will be conducted to monitor and to evaluate the effectiveness of

grazing management:

1. Actual Use. Permittees will record actual use dates and numbers of livestock on the

allotment with spot checks made by BLM.

2. Utilization. The percent of a plant's annual growth removed by grazing animals will be

monitored in key areas.



3. Range Trend. Photographic studies and measurements of trend in range condition, ground

cover, and plant composition will be taken in key areas.

4. Climate. Precipitation data will be gathered and correlated with the other study data.

Monitoring of the program will occur in two phases. During the first phase of determining livestock

grazing capacities, actual use, utilization and climate data will be collected each year for the first five years

with range trend data collected the first, third and fifth years. This data will be collected on all allotments

scheduled for intensive management and all allotments scheduled for less intensive management which

would have a change in livestock grazing levels, either an increase or a reduction in use. These studies will

be established, as needed, on the remaining less intensive allotments as management plans are developed

for these allotments during the first five years.

During the second phase after AMPs have been developed and livestock grazing capacities have been

established, data from these studies will continue to be collected but at a less frequent interval. This data

will be collected after a complete cycle of the grazing system has been attained, about every three or four

years, for each allotment.

The results of the studies conducted in the first five years will be evaluated and adjustments in the initial

grazing decisions (Section V, Implementation) will be made, if they are needed. The significance of

any changes in livestock numbers, periods of use, etc. from that presented in the Final EIS will be evalu-

ated in an additional environmental assessment. The AMPs will then be revised to reflect the change in

operation.

Additional studies, in known or suspected conflict areas, will be established to monitor watershed con-

ditions, mule deer, elk, antelope, sage grouse and wild horse habitat conditions, and aquatic and riparian

habitat conditions. These studies, with the exception of aquatic and riparian habitat condition studies,

will be conducted in conjuction with livestock habitat studies. Aquatic and riparian studies will be

conducted independently.

B. What It Does

The selected program will best meet more of the objectives to resolve identified resource problems and

conflicts, serve economic needs, and address public concerns more than any other alternative or combin-

ation of alternatives.

The program would provide improvement in, and enhancement of, major resource values, while at the

same time, providing for less economic disruption than the other alternatives. It would also reduce

conflicts between competing land uses. Vegetation conditions would be improved providing increased soil

and watershed stability and protection and increased forage production. Improvements in aquatic and

riparian habitats would occur. The program would continue to provide space and forage for a viable wild

horse herd and provide increased forage supplies for big game wildlife species. Short term economic losses

resulting from reduced livestock grazing levels would occur, however, long term increases in livestock

grazing use would create economic gains above present levels.

Objectives to be achieved by implementation of the selected rangeland management program fall within

six catagories and are summarized as follows. The impacts listed below are characterized as either short

term or long term. Short term is defined as the eight year implementation period. Long term is defined

as more than eight years and up to 20 years.
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Livestock Habitat

Present plant composition will be maintained where the rangeland is currently in a favorable livestock

forage condition. Where rangeland is producing less than its potential, the percent composition of desir-

able species will be increased. The expected result will include the following changes by condition class

and in trend (long term) on rangeland suitable to livestock grazing.

LIVESTOCK FORAGE CONDITION
ON SUITABLE RANGELAND

Present Change Future Percent
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) Change

Good 72,364 +164,529 236,893 + 227
Fair 833,591 -140,797 692,794 -17

Poor 265,748 -23,732 242,016 -9

Total 1,171,703 1,171,703

RANGE TREND ON SUITABLE RANGELAND

Present
(Acres)

Change
(Acres)

Future
(Acres)

Percent
Change

Improving
Static
Declining

31,698
941,751
198,254

+385,089
-186,964
-198,254

416,787
754,916

+1,215
-20

-100

Total 1,171,703 1,171,703

Total forage production for livestock, big game wildlife, and wild horses will increase from the present

183,460 AUMs to 230,330 AUMs by the year 2000 (long term). Livestock forage available at the start of

the implementation will be 109,575 AUMs, which is 80 percent of the present level of use (refer to

Appendix 1). By the year 2000, there will be 156,630 AUMs available for livestock use, a 12.8 percent

increase above the present level of use.

2. Wildlife Habitat

Desirable shrub species composition on crucial wildlife use areas will be maintained. Percentages of

annual browse growth for particular species of wildlife will be reserved.

Predictions of long term wildlife populations and forage allocation were made in relation to expected

improvements in wildlife habitat. Those predictions are shown below:

WILDLIFE POPULATIONS

Present Future Percent
Species Population Change Population Change

Mule deer 45,394 +6,132 51,526 +13.5
Elk 1,783 +143 1,926 +8.0
Antelope 219 +5 224 +2.3

Note: All population figures above are for public land only
based on 1978 populations derived in cooperation with
Colorado Division of Wildlife.



WILDLIFE FORAGE (AUMs)

Percent
Species Present Change Future Change

Mule deer 59,577 +6,811 66,388 +11.4
Elk 4,745 +259 5,004 +5.5

Antelope 199 +8 207 +4 .

Total 64,521 7,078 71,599 +11.0

Sage grouse habitat conditions on approximately 241 ,000 acres of nesting, brooding and summer habitats

would improve in response to increased herbaceous forage production and water availability.

Aquatic and riparian habitats will show a marked improvement on 12.5 miles of stream which will be

fenced to exclude livestock grazing, while some modest improvement would occur on 32.5 miles of stream

as a result of improved livestock grazing management. No improvement in habitat conditions would

occur, as a result of improved livestock grazing management, on 26 miles of stream while 3 miles would

decline. If declining conditions continue, as evidenced through monitoring studies, additional manage-

ment recommendations would be implemented to reverse declining trends.

3. Wild Horse Habitat

The present wild horse population of approximately 450 to 550 head would be reduced during imple-

mentation, as would the areas they presently inhabit. A minimum of 90 (short term) and a maximum
of 140 wild horses (long term) would be maintained on 148,153 acres of public land, a reduction of

295,826 acres. Wild horse forage available during implementation would be 1,350 AUMs and would be

increased to 2,101 AUMs after implementation of the program.

The proposed wild horse use area was chosen because it has the most concentrated wild horse population

(their preferred habitat), has reliable sources of water during late summer, and has a balance between

summer and winter range. Improved rangeland conditions would improve the quality and quantity of

forage for wild horses, benefiting wild horses through improved nutrition.

Decisions for wild horse management are aimed at maintaining a viable wild horse population within the

best habitat of their present range, while simultaneously satifying the needs for various other resource

considerations.

WILD HORSE POPULATIONS

Approximate
Number

1971 U 165

1978 2/ 625

1980 before removal 3/ 730 to 830

1980 after removal 4/ 450 to 550

Forage Use
(AUMs)

2
:
,475

9,,364

11.,760

8,,250

_1/ Estimated population at passage of the Wild and Free-Roaming
Horse and Burro Act (1971) based upon aerial counts.

2/ Estimated population used in White River Grazing EIS based on

BLM aerial counts conducted in 1973, 1974, 1977, and 1978.

3/ Estimated population prior to removal of excess animals in

August, 1980 based on BLM aerial counts conducted in 1973,

1974, 1977, and 1978.

4/ Estimated present population after removal of 280 excess animals

in August, 1980 based on BLM aerial counts conducted in January,
1981.



4. Watershed Condition (long term)

By improving vegetation conditions, especially increasing ground cover, soil losses would be reduced. Soil

displacement would decrease by 1 .6 tons/acre/year from the present 31 .8 tons/acre/year, while a decrease

in runoff (0.43 inches/acre during high intensity storms) would result in a 5 percent decrease in sediment

yield to 2.28 tons/acre/year from the present 2.39 tons/acre/year.

5. Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)

Livestock grazing and existing support facilities will continue to be authorized and maintained within the

six WSAs. New uses or expanded existing uses, including new range improvements, will be allowed if the

impacts of such use will not impair the suitability of the WSAs for wilderness designation.

6. Social-Economic Conditions

The predicted increases in the big game wildlife populations would increase hunter recreation use by

18,680 days. This increase would result in an economic gain to the economy of Colorado from increased

hunter expenditures of $2,742,200.

Present livestock use levels would be reduced to 109,575 AUMs (20 percent) in the short term, which

would create decreases of $99,731 in annual ranch net incomes and $160,667 in annual net incomes to

other economic sectors in the Resource Area. By the year 2000, livestock use would increase to 156,630

(13 percent above present actual use) resulting in favorable increases of $125,188 to annual ranch net

incomes and $201 ,686 to annual net incomes of other economic sectors in the Resource Area. These long

term economic gains are the increases above the present economic levels.

Ranch employment would be reduced by 18 man-years in the short term. By the year 2000, ranch

employment would increase by 28 man-years above short term levels.

The implementation of this livestock grazing management program will help the Bureau carry out its

statuatory missions of increased management and protection of the varied resources and values as identi-

fied by various laws such as the Taylor Grazing Act, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, the

Public Rangeland Improvement Act and the Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act.

III. THE ALTERNATIVES

The Final White River Grazing EIS addressed the following five alternatives in addition to the Action

Proposal:

Alternative B - No Action

Alternative C - Elimination of Livestock Grazing From Public Lands

Alternative D - Optimize Livestock Grazing

Alternative E - Emphasis on Other Resource Values

Alternative F - Optimize Wild Horses

The descriptions and impacts of each of these alternatives are summarized below:

Alternative B - No Action

The No Action alternative would not change the existing grazing management or the present grazing use

levels of vegetation. The present grazing use levels are based on the average active licensed use for live-

stock (136,600 AUMs), the forage requirements for the 1978 big game wildlife population (64,521

AUMs), and the forage requirements for the 1978 wild horse population. The 1978 deer, elk and antelope

populations are 45,394; 1,783 and 219 respectively. The 1978 population of about 625 wild horses

would be maintained and they would continue to utilize the 443,979 acres of public land currently

inhabited.
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Intensive management would continue on six allotments (156,471 acres) presently under intensive man-

agement with less intensive management continuing on the remaining 133 allotments (1,361,933 acres).

No new range improvements would be developed, however, existing range improvements would be main-

tained in serviceable condition.

Continuation of the present grazing levels for livestock, wild horses and big game wildlife would result in

long term declines in rangeland and habitat conditions. The amount of poor condition range would

increase by approximately 90,000 acres. Declining vegetation condition would result in the long term loss

of 13,300 AUMs of forage available to deer. Sage grouse nesting and brooding habitat conditions would

decline. Riparian vegetation conditions would decline on 75 acres which would result in the degradation

of 21 miles of aquatic habitat. Livestock grazing may have to be reduced by the year 2000 due to declin-

ing rangeland conditions and loss of forage production.

This alternative was not chosen because it would degrade soil productivity and vegetation conditions and

result in a decline in forage production for livestock, wildlife and wild horses.

Alternative C - Elimination of Livestock Grazing From Public Lands

Under this alternative, wildlife and wild horse populations would be allowed to reach a balance with the

vegetation resource without the influence of livestock grazing. Existing livestock grazing use on public

land would be eliminated from the White River Resource Area.

The forage allocation would be 183,460 AUMs for wildlife and wild horses in the short term and 192,604

AUMs in the long term. Big game wildlife use would increase from 64,521 AUMs to 78,440 AUMs in the

long term. Wild horse use would increase from 9,364 AUMs to 11,250 AUMs while numbers would

increase from 625 to 750.

No new range improvements or maintenance of old improvements would be allowed except to improve

resource values other than livestock grazing.

Eliminating livestock grazing would enhance most other uses which occur on public lands. Sage grouse

nesting and brood habitat as well as 251 acres of riparian habitat would improve in condition. Improve-

ment in 71 miles of stream fish habitat would also occur with the improvement of the riparian habitat.

Deer populations would increase 15 percent, elk populations would increase 8 percent and antelope

populations would increase 2 percent. Adverse economic impacts would occur to the EIS Area economy

and livestock industry, especially to ranching operations dependent upon public land grazing. At least 57

of the 100 ranch operators could be forced out of business.

This alternative was not chosen because of the severe social and economic impacts on the entire Resource

Area, and the complete loss of the use of the livestock forage resource, a renewable resource.

Alternative D - Optimize Livestock Grazing

Under this alternative, livestock grazing would be optimized to the level of sustained annual yield of

available forage production on public lands suitable for livestock grazing. Big game wildlife and wild

horses would be allocated forage not utilized by livestock (noncompetitive) on areas suitable for livestock

and all forage available to wildlife and wild horses on areas unsuitable for livestock.

Short term allocations would be 133,647 AUMs for livestock, 42,948 AUMs for big game wildlife and 760

AUMs for wild horses. Long term allocations would be 180,686 AUMs for livestock, 48,482 for big game

wildlife and 797 AUMs for wild horses.

Wild horses would be managed on 148,153 acres, as under the selected alternative, but with a reduction of

horses down to 52 head.



The livestock grazing management proposal would, under this alternative, be as proposed under the

selected alternative. Range improvements proposed under this alternative would be the same as those

under the selected alternative with an additional 14 miles of fence proposed within the wild horse range.

Optimization of livestock grazing would provide for the multiple use objective 'of most major resource

uses except those dealing with wildlife and wild horses. Rangeland conditions would improve on 581,000

acres which would contribute to improved soil and watershed conditions. In the long term, the forage

allocation for big game wildlife would be reduced to 48,482 AUMs which is 25 percent below present use.

Consequently, populations for deer, elk and antelope would be reduced 19 percent, 55 percent and 53

percent, respectively. This would decrease hunter recreation days, with a resulting decrease of $2,721 ,214

to the state economy. Sage grouse nesting and brood habitats would improve while riparian vegetation

would improve on 89 acres and decline on 19 acres. Fish habitat would improve along 45 miles of stream

and deteriorate along 3 miles. The wild horse population will decline to 52 head which would be a

nonviable population. Livestock grazing would decrease to 133,647 AUMs in the short term, but increase

to 180,686 AUMs in the long term.

This alternative was not accepted due to the negative impacts on wildlife and wild horses.

Alternative E - Emphasis on Other Resource Uses

Under this alternative, livestock grazing would be managed to optimize or emphasize other resource values

such as riparian habitat, sage grouse habitat, watershed and soil protection, wild horses and big game

wildlife.

A larger quantity of forage would be allocated to increase big game wildlife and wild horse populations in

the long term than would be allocated under the selected alternative. Short term allocations would

be 65,139 AUMs for livestock, 64,521 AUMs for big game wildlife and 4,200 AUMs for wild horses. Long

term allocations would be 89,417 AUMs for livestock, 96,815 AUMs for big game wildlife and 6,750

AUMs for wild horses.

Wild horses would be managed on 148,153 acres with a maximum population of 450 horses. Intensive

management would continue on six allotments (156,471 acres) and would be initiated on eight allotments

(441 ,589 acres). Less intensive management would continue on 125 allotments (920,344 acres).

A fall rest requirement would be imposed on 1 1 allotments, in addition to the minimum rest requirement

in the selected alternative, to increase available forage for deer on crucial deer winter ranges.

Range improvements would be limited to those that would enhance deer, elk, antelope and sage grouse

habitat conditions.

By optimizing resource uses other than livestock grazing, long term rangeland conditions would improve

on 919,438 acres, with good condition range increasing approximately four times the present amount to

324,246 acres. Improved vegetation conditions would allow deer, elk and antelope populations to in-

crease 23 percent, 8 percent and 2 percent above 1978 levels. Sage grouse nesting and brood habitats

would improve while winter habitat would remain in fair to good condition. Condition class ratings for

riparian vegetation would improve on 211 acres while the remaining 86 acres would remain in their

current condition. This would result in modest improvement to game fish habitat along 52 miles of

stream. Present livestock grazing levels would be reduced 48 percent in the short term which would create

a decrease in annual net income to ranching operations of $375,146 and an annual decrease of $605,146

to other sectors of the economy in the EIS Area. By the year 2000, grazing levels would be 35 percent

below actual use which would create a decrease of $272,682 in annual income to ranching operations and

$439,291 decrease in annual income to other sectors of the economy.
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This alternative was not chosen because of the severe social and economic impacts on the entire Resource

Area, and its failure to make maximum use of the forage resource.

Alternative F - Optimize Wild Horses

This alternative would propose optimum levels of management for wild horses. Short term allocations of

forage would be 104,324 AUMs for livestock, 64,521 AUMs for big game wildlife and 9,364 AUMs for

wild horses. Long term allocations would be 142,352 AUMs for livestock, 71,599 AUMs for big game

wildlife and 16,865 AUMs for wild horses.

Wild horses would be managed on 443,979 acres of public land at a minimum of 700 and a maximum of

1 ,125 head. The wild horse range would be divided into four units with horses, in excess of the minimum

set for each unit, being removed every five years.

Intensive grazing management would continue on six allotments (156,471 acres), one of which is within

the wild horse range. Intensive management is proposed for 62 allotments (813,606 acres) and less

intensive management is proposed for 71 allotments (548,327 acres), 13 of which would occur in the wild

horse range.

The range improvements proposed for allotments without wild horses in the selected alternative are also

proposed under this alternative. No fencing will be allowed on the interior of the wild horse range.

Optimizing wild horses would benefit most other resource uses. Long term rangeland conditions would

improve on 426,438 acres, with good condition range increasing approximately three times the present

amount to 252,676 acres. Improved vegetation conditions would allow deer, elk and antelope popula-

tions to increase 1 1 percent, 8 percent and 2 percent, respectively. Sage grouse nesting and brood habitats

would improve while winter range habitat would remain in fair to good condition. Condition class ratings

for riparian vegetation would improve on 89 acres and decline on 7 acres. This would result in modest

improvements to stream fish habitat along 45 miles and deterioration along 3 miles. Populations of wild

horses would increase 80 percent. Present livestock grazing levels would be reduced 24 percent in the

short term which would create significant decreases of $123,198 to annual ranch incomes and $198,472

to annual incomes of other EIS area economic sectors. By the year 2000, there would be an increase of

four percent in livestock AUMs which would result in a modest increase in ranch incomes and in other EIS

Area incomes.

This alternative was rejected because it would improve range conditions less and provide more economic

disruption than the selected alternative.

IV. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

This section summarizes public involvement in the land-use planning, the grazing EIS preparation and the

decision making process in the White River Resource Area.

Various public meetings were held to both inform and solicit comments on matters concerning the Man-

agement Framework Plan (MFP) and EIS. A summary of these public meetings is as follows:

6/13/78 - Rangely - Public meeting to explain MFP process and
to identify issues that should be addressed.

6/14/78 - Meeker - Same as Rangely Meeting.
6/15/78 - Grand Jet. - Same as Rangely Meeting.
2/20/79 - Rangely - Public meeting to obtain comments and explain

MFP II recommendations.
2/21/79 - Meeker - Same as 2/20 meeting in Rangely.
2/22/79 - Grand Jet. - Same as 2/20 meeting in Rangely.
3/1/79 - Denver - Same as 2/20 meeting in Rangely.
5/8/79 - Meeker - Public meeting to explain EIS process

and to identify issues that should be
addressed.

5/29/80 - Meeker - Public hearing on EIS.
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In addition to these public meetings there was a public comment period on the Draft E1S from April 23,

1980 to June 18, 1980. Twenty-four oral or written comments were received and each one is addressed

individually in the Final EIS. Prior to the comment period, 470 copies of the Draft EIS were sent to

federal, state and local agencies, user groups and individuals.

Several meetings with organizations were also held. In June, 1979, a tour and briefing on the upcoming

EIS was held in Meeker for the Craig District Grazing Advisory Board. In May, 1980, a tour and briefing

on the Draft EIS was held for the Steering Committee of the Colorado Cattlemen's Association, and the

Colorado Woolgrowers Association. From September, 1978 to June, 1979, five meetings were held with

the auditor consultants, a group of private citizens who were chosen to represent the public during the

planning process. A consultation with the Colorado State Historic Preservation Officer was made.

There were five major areas of controversy: that livestock, reductions are unnecessary or excessive; that

spring rest would be harmful to the livestock industry and some big game forage; that riparian habitat

would not be sufficiently protected or improved; that wild horse numbers would be reduced; and that

some vegetation manipulations would be harmful to wildlife.

Livestock interests were concerned over taking reductions and the accuracy of the data that was used.

The BLM's primary responsibility is to improve or maintain an acceptable rangeland condition and adjust

vegetation uses to a sustained yield of that vegetation. Although the data used was the best and most

current available, BLM recognizes the shortcomings. This data will be adjusted through on-the-ground

monitoring studies.

Differing points of view have been expressed concerning proposed spring rest from livestock grazing.

Wildlife interests feel that spring rest on deer winter ranges could effect long term decreases in browse

production. Livestock interests are concerned that spring rest would exert economic hardships on in-

dividual permittees. BLM maintains that spring rest is essential to improve vegetation condition and

trend, watershed condition, and habitat conditions for small game and nongame wildlife. In the preferred

alternative these rest provisions will be flexible in response to prevailing rangeland condition, wildlife

habitat values, soil erosion susceptibility, etc.

Concern has been expressed that the action proposed would not provide the level of improvement to

riparian vegetation which <would be necessary for quality wildlife and fisheries habitat. The analysis of

this alternative does indicate, however, that some slight improvement would occur. These riparian areas

will be monitored and, if found not to be responding, they will be dealt with in a case by case manner.

There were three areas of concern involving wild horses: the need for reducing the size of the wild horse

range; the proposed population levels; and possibility of the proposals violating the mandates of the

Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act. The two primary factors which were considered in the

proposed reduction in range size were the amount of habitat lost from increased oil and gas production

and human disturbance, and the areas where horse movements are restricted by existing fences creating

competition between horses and deer for winter range.

Wildlife interests have expressed concern over potentially adverse impacts to mule deer and sage grouse

habitats from the proposed vegetation manipulations in the selected alternative. Wildlife habitat values

would be protected through the mitigations developed through both the land use plan and EIS process,

site-specific analysis and environmental assessment procedures, coordination with local resource agencies,

and monitoring studies.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the decisions concerning the management of livestock grazing in the White River

Resource Area will follow as closely as possible the eight year implementation schedule as described in the

EIS, but may need modification due to climatic conditions, changes identified by the monitoring pro-

gram, or the benefit/cost analysis.
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A. Administrative Action

With the completion of the White River Grazing EIS in September, 1980, a rangeland program summary

(this document) was prepared for the area. Tins document, which was completed in March, 1981, shall

provide public information on objectives and decisions for all rangeland uses, and set forth those decisions

that affect livestock grazing on each allotment. As stated previously, it shall also serve as a public record

of decision.

Following the completion of the RPS, a consultation period with permittees and other affected parties

was begun. These consultations have and will include allotment actions, the sequence of grazing adjust-

ments to be included in the decisions, and AMPs. This consultation period will end on or about Septem-

ber 30, 1981.

At the end of the consultation period, the first rangeland program summary update shall be prepared.

The update shall summarize the actions being proposed to achieve the land use planning objectives and to

implement the land use planning decisions and the monitoring program for the area. This update should

be completed by November 1, 1981. The decisions in the RPS and the first RPS update are not protest-

able. However, individuals or groups may submit written comments on the RPS or RPS update concern-

ing specific allotments. The individual or group will then receive a copy of any decision to the permittee

implementing the MFP III decisions. The individual or groups may then protest or appeal these decisions.

All comments must be received by BLM 30 days after the first RPS update has been made available to the

public.

From November 1, 1981, to December 15, 1981, the District Manager will issue proposed decisions

adjusting grazing use. Each decision will contain the following:

1

.

Reason for the action including reference to the pertinent conditions and/or provisions of

the grazing regulations.

2. The recognized grazing preference.

3. The allocation of forage to livestock.

4. The specific schedule for implementing the adjustments.

5. The specific management objectives for the allotment.

6. The resource values to be evaluated to determine progress in meeting these objectives.

7. The changes in these values that would warrant a modification of the scheduled adjust-

ments and other information necessary to set forth actions required to achieve the required

management objectives for the allotment.

8. Other information necessary to set forth actions required to achieve the required manage-

ment objectives for the allotment.

9. The operators or affected parties rights to protest and/or appeal.

Adjustments in livestock grazing use will be phased in three increments over a five year period, with

increments occurring in years one, three and five. The first year increment will be sufficient to promote a

vegetation response. Adjustments in livestock grazing use of less than 15 percent of authorized use will be

scheduled in less than five years. Reductions may also be scheduled in less than five years if required to

sustain resource productivity.
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In addition to these decisions adjusting grazing use, there will be other decisions to the permittee over the

eight year implementation period stating what their AMP will be and incorporating the AMP into the

terms and conditions of their permit or lease.

Prior to the third and fifth year grazing adjustments, in October of 1983 and October of 1985 RPS

updates will be prepared. These shall summarize by allotment the progress toward achieving the objec-

tives, implementing decisions and shall idendify any proposals by the authorized officer to modify sched-

uled adjustments in livestock grazing use. Any modification of a decision will be sent to individuals or

groups who submitted written comments on that allotment in the RPS or first RPS update. In addition,

anyone or any group that did not previously submit written comments on a specific allotment may do so

at this time and receive a copy of the modification. Those who received copies of the decision modifi-

cation, after submitting written comments, may protest or appeal the decision. Individuals and groups

have 30 days after the third and fifth year RPS update to submit their comments.

B. Rangeland Improvements

The following improvements will be necessary to implement grazing management and achieve the objec-

tives in this program. The improvements will be constructed primarily on intensive management allot-

ments, however, a few improvements will be developed on some less intensive management allotments.

Sagebrush
Mechanical 6,628 acres
Chemical 27,747 acres
Burning 76,762 acres

Pinyon-Juniper (P/J)

Mechanical 37,619 acres
Burning 5,104 acres

Existing P/J Chainings
Burning 16,760 acres

Greasewood
Mechanical and Chemical 9,110 acres

Other Types of Vegetation Treatment
Mechanical and Chemical 6,580 acres

Stockwater Reservoirs 510 each
Check Dams 21 each
Wells 44 each
Water Catchments 39 each
Springs 85 each
Pipelines 65 miles
Watering Troughs 219 each
Storage Tanks 82 each
Fences 212 miles

Total cost of these range improvements is estimated to be $5,745,000 with an annual maintenance cost of

about $163,000.

These range improvements are presently scheduled over an eight year implementation period. The exact

amount and number of range improvements will be identified as allotment management plans are deve-

loped for each allotment. Implementation of range improvements in areas identified for intensive mineral

development (oil shale, coal and some oil and gas) will be deferred until the later phases of implemen-

tation, and if intensive mineral development is evident, will be adjusted or dropped from the program.

C. Grazing Use Adjustments

There will be a 50,731 AUM reduction in authorized livestock grazing use, of which an average of 23,706

AUMs are not being utilized each year. Sequencing of reductions will be worked out with each livestock

operator within the limits of existing regulations at the time of consultation. Of the 139 livestock allot-

ments, 80 will undergo a reduction in livestock grazing use, 19 will receive increased livestock grazing use

and 40 will remain unchanged (Appendix 1).

14



AFFECTED LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS

Type of Livestock
Adjustment No. of Operations _!/ Range of Adjustments (%)

Reductions 56 1 to 76

Increases 17 1 to 186
No Change

T/ The number of allotments is different from the number of operations.

Livestock operators will be given the opportunity to voluntarily take the reduction in its entirety or in

increments, with the first year reduction sufficient to initiate a positive change in the vegetation condition.

The remaining increments of adjustment will be taken the third and fifth years, however, these increments

may be revised to reflect new data gathered from utilization studies, actual use data and climatic data.

During this five year adjustment period, allotment management plans will be developed for each allotment

and some range improvements completed. In an effort to reduce some of the economic impact on live-

stock operators, allotments with the heaviest reductions will be scheduled early in the AMP development

so that some of the forage production potential can be realized before the final reductions are made by

the fifth year.

D. Appropriations

Development of range improvement facilities and grazing management systems will be based on budget

appropriations, and the rate of development will be subject to changes in future budget appropriations.
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